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1.

Executive Summary

This report presents the initial perspective of a potential business strategy around the BRAIN IoT repository /
marketplace.
To assess this potenital perspective the consortium has worked in three different, complementary pathways:
• A careful definition of the repository functional and technical requirements (section 2)
• An assessment of existing other examples of repository / marketplace from known, comparable
European projects (COMPOSITION and Big IoT, presented in section 3).
• A review of the business approach of existing software marketplaces developped by various type of
businesses and industries (telecom operators, cloud platforms, software repositories, application
enablement platforms...). (section 4)
Through this cross analysis a first defintion of the potential business requirements of a BRAIN IoT marketplace
has been defined (section 2.2).
The main findings can be summed up as follow:
•

•
•

•

•
•

The development of the marketplace would provide benefits to various stakeholders by bringing
additional value to the technology platform, but the sustainability of the approach still needs to
be assessed, especially if engagement of developers remains too limited.
The value of a `Marketplace` is dictated by the shareability/re-usability of artefacts in the
Marketplace in different and unrelated runtime contexts.
Generic high-quality Edge Integration Components with assured pedigree/provenance will be of
interest to a large community. Whereas, Sophisticated AI/ML-based behaviours trained for specific
roles in specific environments may have extremely high business value in the target environment,
but limited applicability elsewhere. Here, it is the generic modelling tools which allowed the simple
creation of context specific AI/ML-based behaviours that will be of interest to the wider community.
A Brain IoT marketplace would have to first attract a critical mass of contributors that can build
potential behaviours. Thus, a focus on the modelling tool community, smart behaviour developers,
should be considered. Ideally the marketplace should also initially be populated with simple
behaviours that can be composed easily into more complex ones to facilitate adoption.
In a second time the marketplace would have to focus on IoT users, deployment operators and
integrators that would need the behaviour developed by the modelling tool community.
To compensate the marketplace costs and build up the marketplace community, a business model
using a subscription model is considered as a more realistic short-term option than a traditional
model that takes a share of marketplace exchanges. This is especially the case if the marketplace
focuses at first on small atomic behaviours to be assembled.

Building up on these initial findings, further discussions are planned as part of the project work on exploitation
in the M18-M36 activity period to identify if such a business dynamics can be integrated in the exploitation
plan of some of the project partners.
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2.

Introduction

2.1.

Scope

The scope of the document concerns the BRAIN-IoT marketplace:
• Its implementation
• Its interaction with the BRAIN-IoT modelling environment
• Its interaction with BRAIN-IoT runtime
• Possible commercial models
2.2.

Related documents

ID

Title

D3.3

D3.3 - Initial Enablers for dynamic distribution of IoT behaviour

D4.1

D4.1 - Initial discovery, search, composition and orchestration enablers
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2.

Marketplace requirements analysis

2.1.

Marketplace Functional Requirements

A BRAIN-IoT runtime may consist of several types of composite artefacts; these manually or automatically
deployed to a generic runtime platform. These artefacts include:
1.

2.

3.

4.

BRAIN-IoT Composite Applications are referred to as `Systems`: While some Systems are
completely generic, other Systems will be optimised for the Organisation and/or a specific type of
runtime Environment. The ability to share Systems is low.
Edge Integration Components: These are software components that provide integration to specific
physical devices. These components can be used in any environment containing these devices. The
ability to share such artefacts is high.
Assured/Verifiable Behaviours (e.g. BIP): These behaviours can only be used in environments that
have the same participants and require the same assured behaviours between those participants.
The ability to share such behaviours is probably low.
ML/AI Trained Behaviours: These are highly environment context-specific and also potentially
time-dependent. The ability to share such artefacts is very low.

The value of a `Marketplace` is dictated by the shareability/re-usability of artefacts in the Marketplace in
different and unrelated runtime contexts.
To conclude, generic high-quality Edge Integration Components with assured pedigree/provenance will be of
interest to a large community. Whereas, Sophisticated AI/ML-based behaviours trained for specific roles in
specific environments may have extremely high business value in the target environment, but limited
applicability elsewhere Here, it is mainly the generic modelling tools that allowed the simple creation of
context specific AI/ML-based behaviours that will be of interest to the wider community.
2.1.1.

Overview of a BRAIN IoT Repository

A BRAIN-IoT repository provides a store for released BRAIN-IoT artefacts, this enabling
development/modelling activities to be decoupled from the intended runtime environments: i.e. BRAIN-IoT
fabrics.
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Figure 1 : Relationship between BRAIN-IoT Development, Repository & Runtimes

As shown in Figure 1, the top-level BRAIN-IoT repository artefacts are Smart Behaviors and Service Fabric
Systems: the purpose and structure of Systems is explained in D4.1, section 3.5 `System Descriptions`.
BRAIN-IoT achieves a coherent approach to describing all types of BRAIN-IoT artefacts by leveraging OSGi
Alliance standards. The BRAIN-IoT Development/Modelling tool chain release artefacts to a selected BRAINIoT repository as OSGi bundles (see https://osgi.org/specification/osgi.core/7.0.0/ch01.html#d0e76). As
specified by OSGi specifications, each released BRAIN-IoT bundle specifies:
•
•

The Capabilities it provides out to its host environment.
The Requirements it has upon its host environment.

Hence a BRAIN-IoT repository is an OSGi™ OBR compliant repository (see
https://osgi.org/specification/osgi.cmpn/7.0.0/service.repository.html).
2.1.2.

Repository Structure

As shown in Figure 1, the BRAIN-IoT repository is both a recipient of artefacts generated by the BRAIN-IoT
modelling environment and a potential source of raw materials to the Modelling environment. This allows
sophisticated environment/domain specific behaviors (i.e. a Smart Behavior) to be composed from
generic/simpler atomic behaviors.
Bundle Capabilities and Requirements are indexed by the repository using the OSGi Repository format. These
indexes may then be loaded and queried enabling:
• A BRAIN-IoT development/modelling environment to search for generic behavioral/functional
building blocks with a desired Capability from which sophisticated domain specific composite
behaviors (e.g. Smart Behaviors) – may be created.
• A BRAIN-IoT runtime – via an explicit reference in a manually deployed System, or dynamically in
response to an environmental trigger.
While an OBR repository could consist of a single large OBR Index this is usually avoided for the following
reasons:
1. The single OBR Index contains all artefacts and so increases in size rapidly. Dynamic resolution
becomes slower and human interpretation increasingly difficult.
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2.

Any new release to the repository and associated re-Indexing could in theory change the runtime
resolution and so the runtime behaviors of composite Smart Behaviors that weren’t the intended target
for the artefact release.

The usual response is to release frozen/immutable artefacts from the development/tooling environment to a
non-OSGi repository and avoid dynamic runtime resolution/dynamic assembly processes. However, as the
released artifacts are immutable, no runtime adaption is possible; changes in the runtime environment needing
to be addressed by the originator of the software artefacts.
Leveraging Paremus’ experience, BRAIN-IoT pursues the middle road; an approach that provides both control
while where appropriate, enabling the benefits of runtime adaption.
As shown in Figure 2, the BRAIN-IoT repository is comprised of a hierarchy.
•
•

•

The primary index – the Capabilities Index – provides a list (catalogue) of the Smart Behaviours that
have been released to the repository.
Each listed Smart Behaviour references its implementation.
o The implementation may be an OSGi assembly of OSGi bundles (e.g. FooImpl).
o A Cloud Native Application Bundle (equivalent to a single OSGi bundle).
o A basic Docker Image (e.g. BarImpl).
Each listed Smart Behaviour also includes relevant `Capability` information, such as the type of BRAINIoT messages that it consumes, the author of the Smart Behaviour, etc.

A “top-level search” of the Smart Behavior Capabilities index can be made to find relevant behavior/s that
match a stated ‘Requirement’. If the selected Smart Behavior is a composite, then a second level index is
introspected to determine the actual bundle artifacts required to assemble the composite.

Figure 2 : BRAIN-IoT Repository Structure

This approach provides flexible foundations for both Operational control and runtime adaption.
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Composite Smart Behaviours have their own dedicated OBR indexes within the shared repository and so may
support different and changing levels of environmental ‘diversity’ over time: i.e. variants of libraries optimised
for support FPGA, multi-core, or GPU hardware. By having a diverse set of functionally equivalent libraries, a
deployed Smart Behaviour can select the most appropriate library for the underlying host hardware. By
partitioning Smart Behaviour indexes, bundle updates required by one Smart Behaviour can be targeted at that
behaviour, and so will not be accidentally used by other behaviours in the repository.
Within the BRAIN-IoT environment `Requirements` and `Capabilities` are used as follows:
•

•

If the intent is to avoid deploying a Smart Behaviour into an Environment that is unable to support the
Smart Behaviour – then this should be treated as a ‘Requirement’; ideally placed upon the specific bundle
with the actual runtime constraint, however the ‘Requirement’ could also be set against the Smart
Behaviour entry in the Smart Behaviour index. Note - if the Smart Behaviour is not a composite – but a
container image or a CNAB, then placing the ‘Requirement’ against the Smart Behaviour entry is the only
option available.
If the intent is to find a Smart Behaviour, or a prefer Smart Behaviour, which applies in a particular
Environment context then this would be a ‘Capability’, on the Smart Behaviour index: e.g. AI/ML Smart
Behaviours will have been trained with different training data-sets. While the AI/ML Smart Behaviours will
run in any runtime – they will be most appropriate for use in runtimes that are represented by the training
data.
2.1.3.

Key Functional Requirements

The following functional enhancements to a standard OBR repository are required to deliver the desired
BRAIN-IoT behaviours:
•
•
•

Support for a two-tier indexing hierarchy.
Support for ancillary mechanisms to re-index when new artefacts are released.
Support Developer and Operations friendly browsing of artefacts.
o Filter on Smart Behaviour description.
o Filter on Author / Source
o List / Filter on Capabilities of Smart Behaviours
o List / Filter on Requirements – both primary Smart Behaviour index, and if the Smart Behaviour
is composite, its secondary index.

Support for these indexing structures are required in the BRAIN-IoT modelling and runtime environments, and
via a simple browser-based tool to aid Operational management/maintenance of the repository.
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2.2.

Initial business requirements

2.2.1.

Goods exchanged and stakeholders

From the early technical requirements presented above, we can derive a business vision for the marketplace.
We identify here the potential goods that can be concerned and the economic stakeholders involved.

Stakeholders interests
As stated above, the core of the marketplace would be a repository enabling the exchange of “smart behaviour”
(and thus the ability to integrate together different systems). This exchange could take place between:
• Smart behaviour developers, that is, user of the modelling tool. That need to combine existing
simple behaviours into more complex ones. They are both the main supplier of the “smart behaviours”
to the market place, and potential customers.
o As supplier their interest could be to get direct financial compensation for the behaviour they
develop (directly selling them on the marketplace) or to get notoriety from their marketplace
contribution in order to increase their sells of either product or service offerings.
o As customers, their interests is to find atomic, simple and reusable behaviours from which they
can build up rapidly more complex behaviours.
• IoT deployment developers and integrators using the BRAIN IoT framework and looking for
behaviours for their environments. They are mostly customer of the market place.
o As customers their interest is to find relatively advanced behaviours that fit well with the needs
of their deployment, can be easily integrated and require minimum adaptation.
Overall this definition of the BRAIN IoT marketplace and its stakeholders fits well the definition of two-sided
marketplace as presented and analysed further in section 4.

Perspective from the use cases
A preliminary analysis of the possible role of the marketplace in the two main project use case of BRAIN IoT
has been made as part of the project work on business requirements, and is presented below.

Service robotics
The BRAIN IoT project would introduce both an IoT platform and enabler marketplace.
Figure 3 : Service Robotics – Value chain with a marketplace
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The marketplace would thus enable increased interactions between the different stakeholders, especially
by enabling them to access to more software components (such as Brain IoT security and smart behaviour
enablers).
This would concern not only the robot manufacturer (trying to improve the behaviour of his robots) but also
potentially the integrators and even the robot end user directly.
Eventually a successful marketplace would potentially also interest other actors in the robotics value chain
(such as sensors and actuators manufacturers) or beyond (such as warehouse equipment and automation
providers).
To ensure the sustainability of the model the marketplace would need to generate enough traffic and revenues
to compensate for the cost supported by the platform core service providers. This group (a subpart of the
BRAIN IoT consortium) would be responsible for hosting and maintaining the platform and marketplace.
In this scenario the key value propositions of the BRAIN IoT platform and marketplace would be:
• The access to enablers providing smart behaviours to the robots to ease the implementation of smart
behaviors in the robotics control (collaboration between robots, interactions with their environment)
by having a generalization of all the components involved.
• A more rapid and efficient integration of different technological standards (robot interfaces, sensors,
actuators) including with existing legacy deployment (warehouse automation).

Critical water infrastructures
Figure 4 : Critical Infrastructure Management – Proposed Business Ecosystem

In the proposed setting, an IoT Platform and Marketplace is introduced.
The main direct business ecosystem impact is to increase the exchanges between the distribution company
and third party software providers: The distribution company is able to purchase enablers (security and smart
behaviour enablers) through the marketplace.
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The introduction of the platform is also likely to increase the exchanges and relationships between the water
distribution company and other stakeholders such as the sensor and actuators manufacturers (as technology
integration becomes easier) and other municipal services (as the platform enables interconnection with other
existing networks and systems).
Eventually a successful marketplace would potentially also interest other actors in the ecosystem (such as
sensors and actuators manufacturers) or even other municipal services or large customers.
To ensure the sustainability of the model the marketplace would need to generate enough traffic and revenues
to compensate for the cost supported by the platform core service providers. This group (a subpart of the
BRAIN IoT consortium) would be responsible for hosting and maintaining the platform and marketplace.
In this scenario the key value propositions of the BRAIN IoT platform and marketplace would be:
• The access to enablers providing enhanced security and safety (through smart behaviours) to the water
distribution infrastructure.
• A more rapid and efficient integration of different technological standards (sensors, actuators)
including with existing legacy deployment.
2.2.2.

Assessment of business requirements

Although the set up of a two-sided marketplace around the BRAIN IoT platform would be technically possible,
and even desirable in the perspective of the project use cases and scenarios, an assessment of the realistic
options is necessary to build up a sound exploitation strategy.
In that perspective, two main aspects have to be taken into account:
• The set-up and operation of a marketplace represent some costs, mainly in term of server operation
and software maintenance and update. For a two-sided marketplace to be sustainable, these costs
have to be compensated either by the marketplace operation (through a percentage taking on
marketplace exchanges for example) or through other indirect benefits.
• For a marketplace to be successful, a critical mass of exchanges have to take place. This requires both
a critical mass of contributions available on the marketplace and a critical mass of potential users.
Taking these constraints into account, and following the assessment of existing marketplaces linked with the
project (section 3) and other comparable software marketplace (section 4). The BRAIN IoT project has defined
the following requirements:
• A Brain IoT marketplace would have to first attract a critical mass of contributors that can build
potential behaviours. Thus a focus on the modelling tool community, smart behaviour developers,
should be considered. Ideally the marketplace should also initially be populated with simple
behaviours that can be composed easily into more complex ones to facilitate adoption.
• In a second time the marketplace would have to focus on IoT users, deployment operators and
integrators that would need the behaviour developed by the modelling tool community.
• To compensate the marketplace costs and build up the marketplace community, a business model
using a subscription model is considered as a more realistic short-term option than a traditional model
that takes a share of marketplace exchanges. This is specially the case if the marketplace focuses at
first on small atomic behaviours to be assembled.
Further discussions are planned as part of the project work on exploitation in the M18-M36 activity period to
identify if such a business dynamics can be integrated in the exploitation plan of some of the project partners.
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3.

Assessment of existing marketplaces

This section analyses existing IoT marketplace solutions and how they may answer to some of the BRAIN IoT
requirements.
3.1.

COMPOSITION Marketplace

3.1.1.

Description

The COMPOSITION Marketplace has been developed within the EU-funded COMPOSITION project
(www.composition-project.eu). The COMPOSITION Marketplace is a fully distributed multi-agent system
designed to support industry 4.0 exchanges between involved stakeholders.
It is particularly aimed at supporting automatic supply chain formation and negotiation of goods/data
exchanges, helping companies to find services they need.
One of the main use-cases which has provided requirements for the COMPOSITION Marketplace is the “metal
waste collection use case”. It is about a company that needs that his scrap metal, coming from the production,
to be collected by someone. It consists of a company publishing a request through his representative agent in
composition marketplace and wait for some supplier of the requested service. Once all the replies are received
the requester will choose one of them evaluating different parameters like cost, time, supplier reputation.
The COMPOSITION marketplace exploits a microservice architecture and relies upon a scalable messaging
infrastructure.
Its main components are:
a) a set of semi-automatic agents divided in requesters and suppliers
b) a security framework including a message broker that enables agent communication
c) an ad-hoc language and a set of protocol to enable agents to negotiate in automatic way
3.1.2.

Suitability for BRAIN IoT

The COMPOSITION Marketplace is different with respect to a canonical “shop” that could come up while
listening to the word “marketplace”. It does not have a catalogue where a user can choose the product and
buy it. It is common to think about a marketplace as an e-Shop with a wide list of items with a description and
a price, this results in a static platform where a seller shows his products and a buyer potentially chooses one
or more of them. COMPOSITION Marketplace is based on a more dynamic scenario, where suppliers make
some offers whenever a service is requested by another agent and it can be afforded by them. This is not static
as in the e-Shop scenario, because a supplier actively offers something to a requester that need some service.
Furthermore, the negotiation implements an autonomous logic and its complexity could be increased by
developing new protocols to fulfil more complex strategies to fit the buyers and sellers needs.
So far, BRAIN-IoT requirements for its Marketplace are more aligned with the concept of e-Shop where IoT
services are proposed, in the form of access model/information and/or implementation of software
components implementing advanced algorithms and smart behaviours. Since an autonomous auction system
is not required and needed, the COMPOSITION Marketplace has not been considered suitable for supporting
the implementation of the BRAIN-IoT Marketplace.
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3.2.

BIG IoT Marketplace

3.2.1.

Description

The marketplace that was developed within the European funded project BIG IoT (http://big-iot.eu/ ) was
developed as a B2B marketplace for connecting providers and consumers of IoT data and for trading IoT
resources.
It was generated as a secure marketplace (including authentication and accounting) on which you could access
with both a Consumer Lib (for discovering the data and services in the marketplace and access them from your
applications and services) and a Provider Lib (for offering and monetizing your IoT resources).
Thus, the BIG IoT marketplace was mainly realized for developers, IT guys and creative people from e.g. Smart
City or Mobility Companies who need IoT offerings for their applications.
Since BIG IoT project finished end of 2018, the marketplace was handed over to Eclipse BridgeIoT project :
https://projects.eclipse.org/proposals/eclipse-bridge.iot.
An excellent description of the marketplace is provided on the corresponding Github:
https://github.com/eclipse/bridgeiot.marketplace.exchange .
3.2.2.

Suitability for BRAIN IoT

Within the BIG IoT marketplace, now being the Eclipse Bridge.IoT, offering providers register offerings with
semantic descriptions to the marketplace so that the offering consumers can query for and subscribe to
matching offerings. For the time being, there is a Java implementation of the Bridge.IoT Lib available. Bridge.IoT
Exchange is the central component of the marketplace. GraphQL is used to access the marketplace API.
Beside harmonization of existing IoT platforms (by encouraging their providers to implement the Bridge.IoT
API), the main focus of the Eclipse Bridge.IoT project is establishing marketplaces for IoT data and services.
To build up an OSGi OBR compliant repository (as requested in the key functional requirements 2.2) is not the
focus of this marketplace.
For this reason and since BRAIN-IoT requirements for its Marketplace are more aligned with the concept of an
e-shop (where IoT services are proposed, in the form of access model/information, or software components
implementing advanced algorithms and smart behaviours), the BIG IoT / Bridge.IoT Marketplace does not seem
the optimal platform for supporting the implementation of the BRAIN-IoT Marketplace at the moment.
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4.

Business Approach of Software Marketplaces

The objective of this section is to provide BRAIN IoT with an analysis of various reference model of marketplace
business models. These different approaches will help BRAIN IoT to define a credible business approach for its
marketplace.
As a reminder, the BRAIN-IoT project may offer a marketplace for software components or APIs (data are so
far excluded) on top of a software platform. Some software building blocks would be directly integrated within
the platform (and therefore not part of the marketplace), while other would be provided only as a complement
and remain optional. Typical additional software building blocks for BRAIN-IoT could be around data analytics
and artificial intelligence (for smart behaviours) or security.
The biggest concern for business models regarding such software components is to draw a clear line between
the technology platform underlying the marketplace and the marketplace itself. Indeed, it is easy to see in
many cases optional software components being integrated over time into the technology platform itself. The
optional component was in most cases offered as an option and becomes default later on. Many reasons can
explain such a move, like development considered not stable yet or leveraging a presence into “bottom layers”
building blocks to compete with third parties by providing a bundle. The opposite is also possible, due to
discontinuation of support or regulatory decisions (like Google around Android and Google applications,
https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/20/18273888/google-eu-browser-search-choice). What may be offered
with a fee by a third party in the marketplace could be offered for free by the technology platform provider, as
the stakes are different.
In this section, we first provide a reminder of the two-sided business models that are the typical models used
by marketplace. But both the technology platform and the marketplace rely on the two-sided business models,
creating some variations on the business models. In a second step, we analyze the business models of existing
platforms around IoT and software to see if any patterns could be replicated for BRAIN-IoT.
4.1.

Theory of the two-sided platform business model

4.1.1.

Business model description

Concept of platforms and two-sided business model
For years now, researchers in the theory of industrial organization have been showing an increasing interest in
the economics of “platforms” and “multi-sided markets”. Actually, this buzz also came with the introduction of
Internet for which the development of multi-sided business model helps to realize economies of scale while
optimizing costs and revenues.
The principle of a multi-sided business model relies on the creation of a platform where two or more distinct
user groups (that represent sides) can interact and where the value can increase so that the presence and
activities of the groups increase the value of other groups and attract more customers or users through a
phenomenon of network effects (Hagiu, 20141). Indeed, the multi-sided business model requires targeting
several consumer groups, developing and implementing new technologies or features and supporting the
scalability of the platform.

Platform businesses have been described by Eisemann, Parker & Van Alstyne (2009) in a market space where
suppliers interact with users via an intermediary so that the platform provides service to different classes of

1

Hagiu, A. (2014), “Strategic decisions for multisided platform”, MIT Sloan Management Review.
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users as presented the figure below. It involves three types of stakeholder, when applied to a technology
platform:
• Platform providers (who may also be sponsors) interact directly with platforms users;
• Supply-side users are the application developers who build on top of the core platform to expand its
functionality; (supply-side users can be third parties or belong to the platform provider)
• Demand-side users consume platform and application resources, and interact with application
providers via the platform.
Figure 5 : Elements of a platform business network

Source: Eisemann, Parker & Van Alstyne

A marketplace is by definition a two-sided platform with buyers of items/goods and sellers of items/goods
(generally third party sellers). The platform provider is generally the shop owner that provides the central
location to find items to buy and the payment/fulfilment tools.

Economics
From economics perspective, for the success of a two-sided market, it is necessary to have a large number of
people using the common market space (the platform) so that users will benefit from network effects. In this
model, revenues from traditional one-side business model can be augmented with revenues derived from the
mass scale. Indeed, in a two-sided platform with two distinct types of users, each side benefits from increases
in the number of participants on the other side.
One of the particular features of the economics of a two-sided market is the way that prices are set. Because
one of the groups may be more sensitive to prices than the others, and make a greater contribution to the
externalities, for a platform to generate equal revenue, one side of the market may subsidies the other. This
point is especially important for helping to understand the “new economy”, where business models afford a
considerable role to giving things away for free on the Internet.
Having saying that, from the platform perspective, as the objective is to attract a large number of users, pricing
is very structuring for platform providers to generate revenue. On the demand side, usually, a part of the value
proposition is provided for free and another part is transferred in a paid offer. On the supply side, the user
presence is valued (in a revenue sharing model through advertising for instance) but users can also be asked
for access fees and for usage fees.
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4.1.2.

Two-sided business model applied to the software sector

As mentioned previously, the two-sided business model came up with Internet. Lot of Internet companies are
two-sided platforms using network effects like Apple (described below), Amazon, Airbnb, Uber, etc…

Apple example description
Apple App store, often seen as a perfect example of a two-sided business model. Back to the theory, Apple is
seen as the archetype of the “closed” enterprise, in the sense that it has never displayed any enthusiasm for
open source software and its operating systems are used only on its own computers and handsets.
Much of the success of the iPhone can be attributed to Apple’s recognized expertise in hardware-software
integration and in design. But the really newsworthy event has been the tremendous buzz that has built up
around the App Store, concerning both the number of applications on offer and the number of downloads.
Rather than have its in-house teams develop a dozen or so applications that would come with the handset,
Apple elected to provide outside developers with a platform, including a software toolkit and an administrative
service for billing, to be able to offer consumers with an unprecedented array of applications. Here we have
the three components of a two-sided market platform economy such as described above:
1. two targets: namely the consumers who buy the iPhone and the developers who market their
applications;
2. the masse effect : the more iPhone owners there are, the more attractive Apple’s App Store becomes
to developers
3. the intermediation : given the difficulties inherent in establishing a direct relationship between the
service providers supplying the applications and handset owners, the App Store acts as the
intermediary between the two.
Figure 6 : Apple App Store value proposition

Source : Lescop2

Economics
There are different possibilities in terms of transactions between the sides:
• For the developers :
o Fees to use the platform : access fee (one time registration or yearly fee; 99 USD/year for
Apple) or usage fee (pay per usage when the platform is used)
o Revenues from applications : revenue sharing with the platform when consumers are charged
(usually 30%) or revenues generated by advertising inside the application (not shared with the
platform)
• For the users :
o Free applications : app download for free

2

Publication : Firm/Market Equivalency: How Platforms are Shaping Markets Through Market Failures by Denis and Elena Lescop
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o
o

Freemium: optional in-app purchases for premium features or additional services within the
application
Paid applications : pay once to download app and use all of its functionality without additional
charges

For software or application platform business model, developers are the users on the supply side while on the
demand side it could be consumers or enterprise. As said previously, one side is not more important than the
other and both are necessary. Here, users are considered important for the platform success otherwise they
will leave the platform and developers would have less customers. Developers are also important otherwise
the creation of applications would be less appealing that could create disappointment for customers
encouraging them to leave the platform.

Application to BRAIN-IoT
In our case, for BRAIN-IoT, without yet a clear definition of elements integrated into the technology platform,
we must consider the two platforms : the technology platform and the marketplace. The business model of the
marketplace is indeed highly dependent on the capacity to generate revenues (directly or indirectly) for the
technology platform. Often, only one of two platforms will have a standalone sustainable business model, with
the other one being given away, at least partly :
- Apple is generating revenues for the technology platform indirectly (through the sale of the device).
The interest is first to sell more (expensive) devices and to make them more compelling through more
applications. Therefore, Apple does not get any revenues from free third party applications, even when
they generated advertising revenues.
- Uber is not generating revenues for the technology platform, that developers can reuse through API
calls to embed Uber into third party services (like Google Maps). All the revenues are generated by the
marketplace itself putting in relationship drivers and travellers.
To ensure the growth of the technology platform, BRAIN-IoT consortium may decide to integrate many
components as a bundle (therefore without specific pricing), which would limit the interest for a marketplace.
Indeed, unless provided by third parties, when the value of additional components is considered as relatively
low, additional components are generally integrated directly within the underlying platform with no additional
charge. The value of the platform is reinforced and no administrative/commercial burden is created.
For third party providers, assuming the platform is enough open (otherwise, there is no real marketplace), the
model is obviously different, as they will not recoup their costs from the sales of the underlying platform. But
there are a few major questions to consider for them:
- The size of the platform (and the chicken and egg effect). Fixed cost software components can only
become profitable with a significant community of users, which will generally depend on the number
of applications and developers. This is generally harder to reach in B2B models, for which there are
more customized and proprietary developments. This is indeed especially the case for water
management, as seen in D7.4, for which many platforms are proprietary.
- The competition with the underlying platform. The platform may provide itself some components
(through for instance bundles) deterring third parties trying to sell similar components. Third party
players have to be able to provide a strong differentiation.
- The sensitivity of components. Components relating to data protection or security are generally harder
to provide as third party components, as users will expect them to be present per default in the
platform.
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4.2.

Benchmark of existing software marketplaces

This benchmark covers platforms developed by different types of players offering IoT and/or software platforms including telcos, cloud providers, software repository
and application enablement providers. The products do not have the same functionalities and present different types of features. The table below shows the most
common features shared between the different platform. Details are provided in the section.
Table 1 : Global comparative table between the different platforms covered in the section

Features

Orange
LiveObject
s

Orange
Flexible
DataSync

AT&T
M2X

Verizon
ThingSpace
Manage

IBM
Cloud

GE
Predix
Services

Github

AWS
IoT

Software AG
Cumulocity



PTC
Thingwor
x
Foundati
on
✓

Device
management

✓



✓

✓

✓



✓

✓

Data
management

✓



✓

✓

✓

✓



✓

✓

✓

Security

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Insights/
analytics

✓



✓





✓





✓

✓

Vertical apps dev oriented





✓

✓



✓



✓

✓



SDK

✓

✓

✓

✓



✓



✓

✓

✓

APIs

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



✓

✓

✓

Open to third parties

✓

✓

✓



✓

✓

✓

Indirectly

 Indir
ectly



Free trial

✓

✓

✓









✓

✓

✓

Building
blocks

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 780089.

Indirectly
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Pricing offering

Almost free
of charge
for all APIs
(some
restrictions
in volume
or number
of devices)

No pricing
set up –need
to contact
support

Not
defined
yet

2 levels for
developers
and
entreprisegrade:

3 plans :
from free
to 6000
USD

n/a

4
monthly
plans
splitting
in
individu
al and in
team

n/a

Dependi
ng on
each
service

3 types of
plans

Pricing model

n/a

n/a

Per API
calls (no
details
yet)

Subscription
plans to
access the
platform and
capacity
allowance

Subscripti
on plan
per
number of
devices

2 types :
subscripti
ons and
usage
plans
(number
of devices
x number
of data
collected)

Freemiu
m model

n/a

Pay as
you go
model

Subscription
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4.2.1.

Telco’s platforms

Some telcos have developed platforms in order to support IoT business applications. Basically, the platforms
are designed to facilitate developers’ work in prototyping their solutions with available APIs but also in the
commercialization of the products and to provide support to customers for the management of IoT devices.
As for illustration, three telcos are covered in this report:
• Orange
• AT&T
• Verizon

Table 2 : Telcos IoT application platforms and key features

Orange LiveObjects

Orange Flexible
DataSync

AT&T M2X

Verizon
ThingSpace
Manage

✓
✓
✓



✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓ (other API: Tableau)
✓(other API)




✓







✓







✓







✓





Vertical apps dev oriented
SDK
Open APIs (standard protocol,
open language)


✓
✓


✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Open to third parties

✓Third party libraries
for some APIs
✓

✓Third party
libraries
✓



Pricing offering

Almost free of charge
for all APIs (some
restrictions in volume
or number of devices)

No pricing set up –
need to contact
support

✓Third party
libraries
✓90 days, 10
devices
Not defined yet

Pricing model

n/a

n/a

Per API calls (no
details yet)

Subscription
plans to access
the platform
and capacity
allowance

Building
blocks

Device management
Data management
Security,
authentication and
identity
Insights/analytics
Monetization,
payment
Communication
features
Collaborative
features
Connected objects
(data exchange)

Free trial


2 levels for
developers
and entreprisegrade:

Legend:
•
Devices management includes : provisioning, inventory, monitoring, configuration, location, firmware update,
message/notification
•
Data management of devices :visualization/dashboard, aggregation, storage for interrogation
•
Security, authentication and identity : user identification, consent, GDPR, data security
•
Communication features : presence, chat, message publication
Source : IDATE

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 780089.
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So far, despite having launched some initiatives for quite some time, telcos tend to sell their platform through
various plans and often bundle it with the sale of connectivity. When the platform is centric on device
management, the platform is even generally free itself. Additional components (from platform provider or third
parties) do not generate any additional revenue for the platform providers. Telcos seem to be investigating
more in general the possibility to have their data used by third parties through the platform rather than adding
third party software on top of the platform. These models will not easily apply to BRAIN-IoT.
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Orange
Orange Developer Portal
Orange has developed a dedicated portal in order to support developers to build their service and solution.
Orange offering is modular with each of those categories providing with a number of APIs and development
kits.
The developer portal called “Orange Developer” offers notably a range of APIs and SDKs (only developed by
Orange) across 3 main categories as listed and indicated in the figure below:
• IoT & data analytics (suite of APIs building the Datavenue offering described later in the section);
• Identity & authentication ( suite of APIs for the identity management and privacy);
• Monetization & Payment (mobile payment APIs to secure transactions).
Those APIs are independent each other and can be accessed by signing up an account user per API. Anyone
are allowed to create an account user free of charge.

Figure 7 : Orange Developer portal categories

Source : Orange

Typically, based on the available APIs, Orange builds a commercial brand of service like Orange Datavenue
which gathers resources to support customers in the design and development of IoT project. As shown in the
figure below, the offering involves a multitude of hardware and software building blocks. Regarding software,
Orange has based its offering on APIs that are available through Orange developer portal.
There are three IoT management platforms (available under the form of APIs on the portal):
• Live Objects : portal dedicated to the management of objects and devices (provisioning, inventory,
monitoring, configuration, location, firmware update, message/notification) and data management of
the devices (data collection, storage, security, processing and visualization). The independent Tableau
Software API3 can be connected to Live Objects API in order to provide visual analytics on data and
IoT objects;
• Data Share : unique API allowing to connect all devices used by the users in order to collect data
generated by the devices;
• Flexible DataSync : portal dedicated to mobile backend as a service allowing to connect either mobile
apps, web apps and connected objects.

3

https://www.tableau.com/tpep/orange-bs-en
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Figure 8 : Orange Datavenue offering composed of a selection of resources from Orange APIs

Source : IDATE

Figure 9 : Flexible DataSync tools supporting the development of services or application

Source : Orange4

Orange developer portal characteristics and pricing
Each API presents its own specificity :
• Standardized protocols as shown in the figure below for Live Objects. Flexible DataSync supports
different environment : IOS, Android, Node JS, C;
• Price. All APIs are free of charge once an account user is created. There could be a restriction in terms
of number of devices or in volume or in time. For instance, Live Objects trial free is limited to 10 devices.
Tableau free trial is limited in 30 days. Beyond the trial, there is no available public pricing (Orange
support to be contacted).
• SDK and starter kits are also available for developers. Code samples are also available on github.

4

https://datasync.orange.com/doc/
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Figure 10 : Standardized protocols exchanging with the Live Objects API

Source : Orange5

Figure 11 : Examples of API pricing

Source : Orange

Figure 12 : Live Objects API pricing plan (only available in French)

Source : Orange

AT&T
AT&T Developer Program
As part of its AT&T Developer Program6, AT&T has two major separate IoT platforms , also considered as APIs:
1. M2X : dedicated portal providing devices and data management for IoT products. M2X features :

5

https://www.orange-business.com/en/products/live-objects

6

https://developer.att.com/products
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•
•
•

More than 30 client libraries and device platforms available including C, Java, JS, .NET, PHP, Ruby,
Android, IOS, ARM
Providing devices services including device management/registry, message brokering, device
state/event triggering, alarming, geo-fencing for IoT products;
Providing data services including data storage, data security and data visualization for IoT
products;

Figure 13 : M2X developer portal

Source : AT&T

2.

Flow : one shop visual tool to manage and deploy IoT applications as an Integrated Developer
Environment (IDE) with many available connectors. Flow helps prototyping solutions with open source
nodes.

Figure 14 : Application prototyping allowed with Flow

Source : AT&T
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Other tools available on the AT&T developer portal can be used including : Advertising, Call Management, InApp Messaging, Location, SMS, MMS, Payment, M2X, Speech, U-Verse…

Verticals
M2X and Flow platforms are complementary and often used together. Indeed, based on M2X and Flow
platforms, AT&T provides dedicated solutions for specific verticals. Each solution was built end-to-end by
leveraging AT&T toolset :
• Asset management: asset tracking device
• Automotive : enterprise vehicle fleet
Others solution to come : equipment monitoring, smart cities, heavy equipment and smart home.
Figure 15 : Solution dedicated for verticals

Source : AT&T

Access and pricing for M2X and Flow
•
•

•

Free access of the platform for any user, only registration is required
Restrictions :
o For M2X : in number of days and number of devices;
o For Flow : 14 day trial. But no professional developer plan available for now.
Pricing model : pay per usage (based on API calls). Pricing not set yet.
Figure 16 : Free access offering
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Source : AT&T

Figure 17 : Pricing model for Flow

Source : AT&T
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Verizon
Verizon ThingSpace
Verizon has developed ThingSpace, an end to end platform to support IoT application developers, very centric
on devices. The solution includes two main platforms:
1. ThingSpace Ready dedicated to support developer on acquisition and certification of devices
2. ThingSpace Manage, a self-serve web portal with APIs to manage IoT device life cycle. The independent
services under the form of APIs include connectivity, triggering, Device diagnosis (monitoring,
troubleshooting), location, security, software management (firmware updates OTA).
ThingSpace is dedicated to devices running over Verizon network exclusively.
Figure 18 : Verizon ThingSpace

Source: Verizon7

Verticals
Verizon has also developed end to end solutions for specific applications based on ThingSpace as show in the
figure below.
Figure 19 : Verizon end to end solution based on Thingspace

Source: Verizon

7

https://thingspace.verizon.com/about/
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Access and pricing for Thingspace
Only Verizon Business IoT customers can sign in to ThingSpace Manage using Verizon Business credentials. No
free neither trial access is offered by Verizon.
There are 2 levels of pricing
• 2 plans for developers
• Flexible data plans for entreprise grade APIs

Figure 20 : Pricing plans for developer

Source: Verizon

Figure 21 : Pricing plans for entreprise-grade APIs

Source: Verizon
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4.2.2.

Cloud PaaS providers

PaaS providers have developed platforms to connect and manage IoT devices as well as manage data
generated by devices. Two cloud-based PaaS are covered in this report :
• IBM
• GE
Table 3 : Cloud PaaS platform and key features

Building
blocks

Device management
Data management
Security
Insights/analytics
Vertical apps dev oriented
SDK
Standardized API (IoT protocols)
Open to third parties
Free trial
Pricing offering
Pricing model

IBM Cloud
✓
✓
✓



✓
✓

3 plans : from free to 6000
USD
Subscription plan per
number of devices

GE Predix Services

✓
✓
✓
✓ (focus on IIoT)
✓
✓
✓

n/a
2 types : subscriptions
and usage plans
(number of devices x
number of data
collected)

Source : IDATE

The cloud PaaS approach could be replicated by BRAIN-IoT for its marketplace. It is nonetheless clear that the
majority of the marketplace is fed by the platform provider itself. More investigation on this model should be
performed in the phase 2 of this project. Subscription-based business models are quite the norm here.

IBM
IBM Cloud
IBM has integrated its IBM Bluemix offering into IBM Cloud solution in order to provide a unique platform. IBM
Cloud “combines platform as a service (PaaS) with infrastructure as a service (IaaS) to provide an integrated
experience. The platform scales and supports both small development teams and organizations, and large
enterprise businesses.”
The catalogue of IBM Cloud counts more than 250 services covering a wide range of categories as shown in
the figure below. Most of the services are provided by IBM; services provided by third parties (like AT&T and
Bosch) weighs for 20%.
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Figure 22 : IBM Cloud catalog categories

Source : IBM

IBM IoT Services
Internet of Things Platform is one of IBM Cloud services with key features described in the figure below. The
service is the core of IBM Watson IoT allowing users to connect and manage devices and data generated by
connected devices but also to monitor data through a web console dashboard. The Internet of Things Platform
service enables the connection with third party apps using APIs.
Figure 23 : IBM Internet of Things Platform service

Source : IBM

Access and pricing
Each service of the IBM Cloud catalogue has its own pricing. Though more than 40 services are available for
free with restrictions (for instance in terms of number of devices); only account user creation is required.
The services from third party do not fit with IBM plan and requires to contact the third party who may charge
the developer for the use of the service (example for AT&T Flow integration in IBM Cloud :
https://cloud.ibm.com/catalog/services/att-flow-designer)
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Figure 24 : Access to IBM Cloud catalog

Source : IBM

Figure 25 : IBM Internet of Things Platform service pricing

Source : IBM

GE
GE Predix
The Predix platform developed by GE is a cloud-based PaaS dedicated to the Industrial Internet built on an
open source Cloud Foundry. Indeed, the Predix platform has been designed to be open supporting developers
to deploy customized applications in industrial environments.
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Figure 26 : Predix offering

Source : GE Predix

There are three key components :
1. Predix Machine which is a hardware and software solution responsible for collecting data from
industrial assets (sensors);
2. Predix Services that encompasses a wide range of industrial microservices like a marketplace that
developers can use to build, test, and run industrial internet applications. (back end services). Examples
of services : asset management, data ingestion, data storage, analytics, AI, machine learning and
security;
3. Predix Cloud which is a global, secure cloud IaaS.

Figure 27 : Predix services

Source : GE Predix

Verticals
As said previously, GE Predix is dedicated to industrial environment; the features available on the platform can
be shared across various applications like remote monitoring of heavy machinery, diagnosis platform,
predictive maintenance, etc…
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Figure 28 : Areas of GE Predix applications

Source : GE8

Access and Third Parties
GE Predix Services can be accessed by any developers aiming to publish their own services/applications. Most
of services (approximately two third) are developed by GE but developers can also access services developed
by third parties.
There are 2 types of account:
• Individual developer users (single access) that can register directly on Predix platform and receive a
Cloud Foundry user account.
• Enterprise account (access to a team of users within an enterprise) that requires to contact support
team.

Pricing Model
Pricing is not available publicly. The figure below indicates the pricing plans in 2016. Often a 30 day trial is
available for all services.
There are two options of pricing accordingly to each service used in the catalogue :
• Fixed plan per month, quarterly or year
• Usage plan varying on the number of devices, number of requests, per capacity, etc…

8

https://www.ge.com/digital/sites/default/files/download_assets/Predix-The-Industrial-Internet-Platform-Brief.pdf
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Figure 29 : GE Predix pricing plans as of 2016

Source : Predix blog 9

9

https://forum.predix.io/questions/8511/what-is-the-predix-service-pricing-model.html
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4.2.3.

Software repository

GitHub
As a software development platform, GitHub is covered in this current report. Given this nature of the offering,
the key features of the platform are different to others categories as seen in the table below.
Table 4 : Repository platform and key features

Building
blocks

Repositories
management
Users management
Storage
Security
Open to third parties
Free trial
Pricing offering

Github
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

4 monthly plans splitting in
individual and in team :
•

•

Business model

Individual : free offering
and 7 USD with more
services
Team : 9 USD/user and
customized pricing with
more services

Freemium model
Source : IDATE

In the case of GitHub, there is very limited technology platform (beyond the development platform), making it
difficult to replicate. Nonetheless, the pricing structure is of interest and could be partly copied to attract
individual developers and then expand to more enterprise-grade level developers.

GitHub Platform
Github is a web-based software development platform allowing users to host their software projects (public
and private repositories). It offers source code management and features used by developers like bug tracking.
As part of the platform, Github also offers a marketplace service (as a SaaS) with a wide range of features
classified in 20 categories like chat, IDE, localization, monitoring, mobile, publishing etc…
Figure 30 : Github in numbers

Source: GitHub Business Model Analysis
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Access and pricing model
Any developers can access the services individual or enterprise.

Github is provided in the form of freemium model : some services are provided for free and additional
services are paid for registered users. Actually, the free option is for individual developer, with no limitation in
terms of number of repositories but limited in features and in the number of collaborators. The other options
offer more features for individual and for enterprise (unlimited collaborators).
Github Enterprise provides the more options in terms of security, access and deployment controls. Pricing
needs to be requested to Github sales team.
Figure 31 : Pricing per type of user

Source : github
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4.2.4.

Application Enablement Platforms

By nature, Application Enablement Platform are platforms supporting the development of IoT applications. For
the report, three AEP are covered :
• Thingworx
• AWS
• Cumulocity
Table 5 : AEP platform and basic features

Building
blocks

Device management
Data management
Security
Insights/analytics
Vertical apps dev oriented
SDK
Standardized API (IoT
protocols)
Open to third parties
Free trial
Pricing offering
Pricing model

PTC Thingworx
Foundation
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
Indirectly
✓ 90 days
n/a
n/a

AWS IoT
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Indirectly
✓
Depending on
each service
Pay as you go
model

Software AG
Cumulocity
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
Indirectly
✓
3 types of
plans
Subscription

Source : IDATE

The main lesson for BRAIN-IoT is that such platforms allow obviously working with third party solutions, but
do not really work as marketplaces. Indeed, the platform tends to offer many components integrated and then
priced generally with a pay as you go model or subscriptions. Third party solutions are generally bought
separately (not though the platform) and integrated with APIs.

PTC Thingworx
Thingworx platform
Thingworx is an Application Enablement Platforms (AEP) allowing the creation, tests and deployment of IoT
applications. Covering all the lifecycle of applications, Thingworx platform capabilities cover: the connection
and management of the devices, the analysis of data, the deployment of solutions and the security of devices
and data.
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Figure 32 : Thingworx platform capabilities

Source : Thingworx

The core of the AEP platform is ThingWorx Foundation designed for low code development platform using
model, user friendly interface, drag and drop editor. Available with SDK in several platforms and programming
environments (including Java, C, .NET, iOS, Android), Thingworx Foundation key features are application
enablement, device/asset connectivity and management, cloud connectivity and security.
Other solutions :
• Thingworx Anaytics is a key component of Thingworx platform allowing to analyze data, predict issues,
and automate resolutions thanks to machine learning algorithms.
• ThingWorx Industrial Connectivity, offering dedicated to connect factory devices
• Trial for service : essentially for assets remote monitoring
• Trial for manufacturing environment in order to gain insights from factory assets
Thingworx Foundation components are developed by PTC, there is no third party applications.
Figure 33 : Thingworw pre built apps

Source : Thingworx

Though, PTC has also developed ThingWorx Extension available on PTC marketplace. It includes libraries,
connector templates, functional widgets that can be provided by PTC or by any 3rd parties and that are
integrated in the ThingWorx Platform.

Access and pricing to the platform
Thingworx can be trialled with two options for free of charge :
• One time hosted evaluation server for 30 days
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•

Trial downloads version for 90 days

Following trials, developers need to contact sales team. No official information on pricing beyond trial access
(for free). On other products at PTC, subscription is the way to access software licenses in a pay as you go
model per product.

AWS
AWS IOT
As part of AWS Cloud, AWS IoT is a platform for IoT that has been designed to connect and manage connected
devices and also to create applications to manage devices. AWS Cloud is different from AWS marketplace10,
a digital catalog service aiming to list software from independent software vendors.
Figure 34 : AWS IoT as part of AWS Cloud solutions

Source : AWS

AWS IoT encompasses 9 key building blocks which are categorized as shown in the figure below :
• Control services mainly around device management allowing to control, manage, and secure large and
diverse device fleets;
• Data services extract value from IoT data for analytics;
• Device software allowing to connect devices, gather data, and take intelligent actions locally in a secure
environment.

10

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/?ref=mkt_ste_nc2=h_ql_mp&nc2=h_ql_mp
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Figure 35 : AWS IoT services

Source : AWS

Specific verticals highlighted for AWS IoT :
• Industrial IoT applications : predictive quality, predictive maintenance and remote monitoring
operations.;
• Connected home applications : home automation, home security and monitoring, and home
networking;
• Commercial building: traffic monitoring, public safety, and health monitoring.
Figure 36 : AWS IoT verticals

Source : AWS

In addition, AWS offerings are leveraged by AWS Partner Network (APN), a program allowing partners to build
their business using AWS assets including go to market support. Typically, APN Technology Partners are
developing solutions using AWS IoT services.
There are 3 levels11 of AWS Partner Network. There are different level of requirements per level of partner
programs. It can require a 2500 USD annual fee, a number of AWS certification, a minimum of direct revenue,
a number of publicly referenceable customers, a number of customer satisfaction responses in exchange of
benefiting AWS assets.
Figure 37 : Examples of AWS IoT partners

11

https://d1.awsstatic.com/partner-network/AWS%20Technology%20Partner%20Journey_ASJ.pdf
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Access and pricing to AWS IoT
AWS IoT is accessible by any user having created an AWS account user.
Figure 38 : AWS IoT services access with AWS user account

Source : AWS

A free access trial is available limited in duration (12 months).
The pricing varies per product and service but generally based on the pay as you go model.
Examples of pricing:
• Device Provisioning : per 1,000 things registered
• Data storage : per GB/month
• Query execution : per TB scanned

Software AG Cumulocity
Cumulocity platform
Cumulocity IoT is one of Software AG solutions following the acquisition of Cumulocity in 2017. It’s a Device
and Application Management IoT platform.
Based on a modular cloud software platform, Cumulocity IoT capabilities that are exposed through APIs are
wide as shown in the figure below:
• Device connectivity and management;
• Data visualization with real time analytics;
• Flexibility in the deployment models.
In addition, Cumolocity IoT is very open with other APIs allowing the extension of the existing functionality
with other IT services such as ERP or CRM systems but also using common interfaces protocols to connect any
devices such as HTTP and REST.

12

https://aws.amazon.com/fr/iot/partner-solutions/?nc=sn&loc=4&dn=1
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Figure 39 : Key capabilities of Cumulocity IoT

Source : Software AG

Access and pricing
The service is accessible by anyone, once subscribed on the platform.
Free trial is available with a limitation of 30 days. Beyond this period, customers need to convert into a paid
subscription.
There are 3 types of plan according to the type of customers and requirements. Pricing only available for teams
and SMEs
Figure 40 : Cumolocity IoT plans

Source : Software AG
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Figure 41 : Cumulocity IoT Standard Tenant SaaS Bundle Pricing

Source : Software AG

4.2.5.

Initial Findings

As seen above with the benchmark, while there are many B2C technology platforms developing essentially as
a marketplace (Uber, Amazon) or with a companion marketplace (Apple), this is not the case of most B2B
technology platforms, especially so far when the focus is on IoT. Indeed, only cloud PaaS platforms can be
considered within our benchmark as marketplaces and should be further investigated. Telcos solutions and
AEPs do provide interactions with third parties through APIs, but provide almost all components by themselves,
for free when selling already other features (like connectivity for telcos) or for a fee otherwise. For cloud PaaS
solutions, large providers like IBM and Predix also provide a lot of components by themselves, but are open to
third party solutions. The platform itself is generally offered with a subscription business model, but there are
also some forms of pay as you go models.
In terms of business dynamics, the development of a marketplace around BRAIN-IoT will likely depend on the
openness of the technology platform and on an arbitrage of which components are integrated by default
within the technology platform. If the software components to be offered on the marketplace are too close in
terms of features of the platform itself (and therefore limited value added), they will have to be integrated or
offered for free in the marketplace. The business dynamics of the marketplace need therefore a better
articulation with the business model of the technology platform and the roadmap of integrated features that
needs to be clarified. Depending on the strategy, cloud PaaS or AEPs would serve as a reference model, to be
adapted in the context of niche B2B applications with strong interconnections.
The development of the marketplace would provide benefits to various stakeholders, as explained in 2.2. 1 by
bringing additional value to the technology platform, but the sustainability of the approach still needs to be
assessed, especially if engagement of developers remains too limited. Otherwise, an approach of customization
of the technology platform by vertical markets with a very limited marketplace could be an alternative.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Explanation

AI

Artificial Intelligence

API

Application Programming Interfaces

CNAB

Cloud Native Application Bundle

CRM

Consumer Relationship Management (software)

ERP

Enterprise Ressource Planning software

FGPA

Field Programmable Gate Arrays

GPU

Graphic Processor Unit

IDE

Integrated Development Environment

ML

Machine Learning

OBR

OSGI Bundle Repository

OSGi

Open Services Gateway initiative

OTA

Over the Air

REST

Representational State Transfer

SDK

Software Development Kit
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